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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1 

 A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name, address and position. 3 

A. My name is Scott Rubins.  My business address is Geneseo Telephone Company, 4 

111 East 1st Street, Geneseo, Illinois 61254.  I am the President and CEO of 5 

Geneseo Telephone Company (“Geneseo”) and Cambridge Telephone Company 6 

(“Cambridge”), and the General Manager of Henry County Telephone Company 7 

(“Henry County”).  I will refer to all three companies collectively as “GCHC”. 8 

Q. Are you the same Scott Rubins that filed direct testimony in these 9 

consolidated dockets? 10 

A. Yes. 11 

 B. Purpose of Testimony 12 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 13 

A. My testimony is in response to the rebuttal testimony filed by witnesses for the 14 

Illinois Independent Telephone Association (“IITA”), AT&T Illinois (“AT&T”) 15 

and the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) on May 16 

25, 2012.  On the issue of GCHC’s request to add Access to Broadband Services 17 

as an Illinois supported service eligible for Illinois Universal Service Fund 18 

(“IUSF”) funding, my testimony rebuts arguments against this request made by 19 

the IITA, AT&T and Staff, and reiterates the reasons why the Commission should 20 

grant this relief pursuant to the provisions of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (the 21 

“PUA”).  On the issue of GCHC’s alternative request for relief made in my 22 

Supplemental Direct and Rebuttal Testimony (GCHC Exhibit 3.0) based upon the 23 
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Schedule 1.01s provided by Geneseo, Cambridge and Henry County earlier in 24 

these proceedings, my testimony confirms that in response to the concerns raised 25 

about those Schedule 1.01s by the IITA and Staff, GCHC is withdrawing that 26 

request to narrow the issues in these cases.  Finally, my testimony confirms that 27 

GCHC has no opposition to the access rate proposal of the IITA and AT&T to the 28 

extent it goes beyond the Federal Communication Commission’s (“FCC”) actions 29 

concerning access rates in its November 18, 2011 order in America Fund et al., 30 

WC Dos. 11-42 et al., FCC 11-161 (the “FCC/USF Order”). 31 

 C. Summary of Conclusions 32 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your testimony. 33 

A. Based on the telecommunications needs, technologies and available services that 34 

have developed since the IUSF was established nearly ten years ago, the list of 35 

Illinois supported communications services should be expanded to include Access 36 

to Broadband Services.  In order to promote this change, the Commission should 37 

adopt GCHC’s request for additional funding for all rural incumbent local 38 

exchange carriers based on GCHC Exhibit 2.1, as modified by my testimony 39 

below at lines 216-224.    40 

D. Itemized Attachments to Testimony 41 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits?  42 

A. No. 43 

II. ACCESS TO BROADBAND SERVICES 44 

Q. IITA witness Robert C. Schoonmaker states in his Further Rebuttal 45 

Testimony (IITA Ex. 4.0 at lines 15-28) that you had overstated the 46 
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requirement in the Illinois Public Utilities Act (the “Act”) for the 47 

Commission to “review and revise the list of Illinois supported 48 

telecommunications services.”  Do you have a response?  49 

A. Yes.  While neither I nor Mr. Schoonmaker is an attorney, I believe that we are 50 

interpreting the statutory language of 220 ILCS 5/13-301(2)(a) to have the same 51 

requirement, but have come to a different conclusion.  From his testimony, it 52 

seems clear that Mr. Schoonmaker agrees with me that the statute does require 53 

that the Commission “review” the group of Illinois supported telecommunications 54 

services and “revise” that group “if appropriate.”  My testimony has not 55 

advocated a different understanding of the statutory language than Mr. 56 

Schoonmaker.  Where we differ, however, is my position that based on the 57 

statute’s further directive that the Commission’s review ensure that the group of 58 

supported services “reflect changes or enhancements in telecommunications 59 

needs, technologies, and available service,” the facts GCHC has presented to the 60 

Commission clearly demonstrate that such revision to include Access to 61 

Broadband Services is appropriate and thus, must be made.  To do otherwise, one 62 

would have to ignore the vast changes that have occurred in telecommunications 63 

technology, needs and available services in the over ten years since the IUSF was 64 

established.1  One would also have to pretend that the FCC had not entered its 65 

November 18, 2011 FCC/USF Order, in which the FCC adopted “support for 66 

broadband-capable networks as an express universal service principle” and set as 67 

one of the goals of universal service funding to “ensure universal availability of 68 

                     
1 The IUSF was established by the Second Interim Order and Second Interim Order on Rehearing entered 
by the Commission on September 18, 2001 and March 13, 2002, respectively, in I.C.C. Docket Nos. 00-
0233 and 00-0335 Consolidated. 
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modern networks capable of providing voice and broadband service to homes, 69 

businesses, and community anchor institutions.”  (GCHC Ex. 3.2 at ¶17, emphasis 70 

added; see also id. at ¶¶ 45, 51.) 71 

 Indeed, in light of the Illinois statutory language’s mandate that the 72 

Commission review and, if appropriate, revise the group of supported services 73 

and terms of the IUSF “to reflect changes or enhancements in telecommunications 74 

needs, technologies, and available services,” a particularly significant finding by 75 

the FCC is that: 76 

Our existing universal service and intercarrier 77 
compensation systems are based on decades-old 78 
assumptions that fail to reflect today’s networks, the 79 
evolving nature of communications services, or the 80 
current competitive landscape.  As a result, these systems 81 
are ill equipped to address the universal service challenges 82 
raised by broadband, mobility, and the transition to Internet 83 
Protocol (IP) networks. 84 

(GCHC Ex. 3.2 at ¶6, emphasis added)  Thus, to the extent the IUSF remains 85 

based solely on the pre-existing list of voice-based supported services that had 86 

been established by the FCC, the IUSF runs afoul of the same problems and 87 

would not “reflect changes or enhancements in telecommunications needs, 88 

technologies, and available services” as required by the Section 5/13-301(2)(a) of 89 

the PUA.  Accordingly, it is my position that based on the facts presented in my 90 

earlier testimony and the findings and actions of the FCC in its FCC/USF Order, 91 

revision of the list of Illinois supported services is appropriate and, therefore, 92 

required by the PUA. 93 

Q. But isn’t it true that the FCC did not add broadband to its list of USF 94 

supported services?  What is your response to the testimony of the IITA’s 95 
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Mr. Schoonmaker, AT&T’s James Stidham and Staff’s Jeffrey Hoagg that 96 

the FCC’s decision to not add broadband to the list of supported services  97 

undercuts GCHC’s position that the FCC/USF Order supports adding 98 

“Access to Broadband Services” to the list of Illinois supported services and/ 99 

or is determinative of that question?    100 

A. With respect to whether the FCC’s FCC/USF Order supports the addition of 101 

Access to Broadband Services to the list of Illinois supported services, the view 102 

expressed by Staff, the IITA and AT&T on this issue is exceedingly narrow and 103 

fails to acknowledge the sea-change findings and rulings in that order as to what 104 

the focus of universal service is to be going forward.  The FCC’s self-stated 105 

purpose in issuing the FCC/USF Order was to “comprehensively reform[] and 106 

modernize[] the universal service and intercarrier compensation systems to ensure 107 

that robust, affordable voice and broadband service . . . are available to 108 

Americans throughout the nation.”  (GCHC Ex. 3.2 at ¶ 1, emphasis added)  To 109 

accomplish that goal, the FCC ruled that federal USF may be used to enable the 110 

deployment of broadband facilities, requiring that rate-of-return carriers “use their 111 

support on a manner consistent with achieving universal availability of voice and 112 

broadband.”  (Id. at ¶¶ 64, 205, emphasis added)  The FCC thus created the 113 

Connect America Fund (“CAF”), which will “ultimately replace all existing high-114 

cost support mechanisms,” in order to “help make broadband available to homes, 115 

businesses, and community anchor institutions in areas that do not, or would not 116 

otherwise, have broadband.”  (Id. at ¶ 20)  The mere fact that broadband was not 117 

added as a supported service thus does not change the fact that the entire point 118 

and thrust of the FCC/USF Order is to provide for universal service funding being 119 
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used to create access to broadband service as well as voice services. 120 

 Moreover, the testimony of Staff, the IITA and AT&T on this issue 121 

answers the wrong question.  Their testimony correctly answers the question of 122 

what would have happened if the FCC had added broadband to its list of 123 

supported services.  In that event, broadband would have been added to the list of 124 

Illinois supported services automatically by operation of law.  Under the language 125 

of the Illinois statute, however, the Commission itself is to determine 126 

independently what Illinois supported services constitute “universal service,” with 127 

the FCC’s list of services being only the “minimum.”  Thus, my understanding of 128 

Illinois law is that contrary to the suggestion in Staff’s, the IITA’s and AT&T’s 129 

testimony, the question of whether or not the FCC added broadband to its “list” of 130 

supported services is only the beginning of the necessary inquiry under the PUA, 131 

not the endpoint.  As discussed above, the question to be answered by the 132 

Commission is whether it is appropriate to add Access to Broadband Services to 133 

the list of Illinois supported services in order “to reflect changes or enhancements 134 

in telecommunications needs, technologies, and available services.” 220 ILCS 135 

5/13-301(2)(a). 136 

 Further, while again I am not an attorney, I also believe that the “at a 137 

minimum” provision of Section 5/13-301(2)(a) may be interpreted to be broader 138 

than requiring only the “list” of supported services designated by the FCC be 139 

included in Illinois’ group of supported services.  The language of the Illinois 140 

statute is that the group of Illinois supported services at a minimum “include those 141 

services as defined by” the FCC “and as from time to time amended.”  Here, it can 142 
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be argued that in the FCC/USF Order, the FCC amended its rules so as to define 143 

universal service to include broadband by adding an express universal service 144 

principal requiring that universal service support be directed where possible to 145 

networks that provide advanced services as well as voice services, and adopting a 146 

performance goal of ensuring “universal availability of voice and broadband.”  147 

(GCHC Ex. 3.2 at ¶¶ 17, 45, 48, 51)  Under this view of the Illinois statute’s 148 

language, what the FCC did in the FCC/USF Order may, in fact, require that the 149 

Commission include broadband in its “at a minimum” group of Illinois supported 150 

services that are to constitute “universal service.” 151 

Q. Do you have a response to Mr. Schoonmaker’s testimony (IITA Ex. 4.0 at 152 

lines 87-92) addressing whether the term “upon reasonable request” should 153 

be added to your definition of “broadband”?   154 

A. Yes.  While Mr. Schoonmaker is correct as to what is “required” by the FCC for 155 

rate-of-return carriers, for purposes of GCHC’s proposal it is my position that in 156 

connection with “Access to Broadband Services,” the term “broadband” presently 157 

should be defined as speeds of 4 Mbps downstream and 1 Mbps upstream.  In 158 

other words, in order for costs to be eligible in determining IUSF funding for 159 

Access to Broadband Services, the expenditures must be related to plant that can 160 

support such speeds.  Investment in plant that was designed to support only lower 161 

speeds would not qualify.  I agree, however, that such a qualification should be 162 

added for consistency with the FCC in determining what is required for “universal 163 

service” by Illinois rate-of-return carriers. 164 

Q. Do you have a response to Mr. Schoonmaker’s testimony (IITA Ex. 4.0 at 165 
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pages 4-5) and Mr. Stidham’s testimony (AT&T Illinois Ex. 1.3 at page 5) 166 

concerning the definition of “Access to Broadband Services”?   167 

A. Yes.  Contrary to Mr. Schoonmaker’s suggestions, while the “definition” of 168 

Access to Broadband Services has been refined throughout the course of this 169 

proceeding, particularly to benefit from the FCC’s FCC/USF Order, my testimony 170 

on what Access to Broadband Services means has been consistent.  Just as the 171 

existing IUSF provides funding for a carrier’s costs of providing “access to 172 

emergency services” or “access to operator services,” GCHC’s proposal would 173 

provide funding for a carrier’s costs of providing “access to broadband services.”  174 

The refinement to the definition I provided in my Supplemental Direct and 175 

Rebuttal Testimony (GCHC Ex. 3.0) is that Access to Broadband Services would 176 

include the costs spent on “plant that can, either as built or with the addition of 177 

plant elements, when available, provide access to advanced telecommunications 178 

and information services.”  This is consistent with the definition of Access to 179 

Broadband Services including “costs associated with installing, improving or 180 

updating facilities necessary in order to deliver Broadband Services to a group of 181 

end user customers” that I had provided in my previous testimony.  (See GCHC 182 

Ex. 2.0 at lines 66-76)  Contrary to Mr. Schoonmaker and Mr. Stidham, I believe 183 

that this is a workable and adequate definition.  Indeed, the FCC did not provide 184 

further parsing out of such language for the purpose it was used in the FCC’s own 185 

rules.  My position regarding workshops is that this would be an appropriate 186 

response by the Commission to the complaints of the IITA and AT&T that they 187 

want more guidance on what is included in “Access to Broadband Services.”  188 

Additionally, I would note that while Mr. Schoonmaker seems to believe that a 189 
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tome of rules is necessary to provide guidance on what a supported service 190 

includes, such as the FCC provides for “HCL, ICLS and LSS” (IITA Exhibit 4.0 191 

at lines 78-86), no such depth of definitional information has been necessary to 192 

guide IUSF funding for supported services such as “access to emergency 193 

services,” “access to operator services,” or “access to directory assistance.”  These 194 

issues are a red herring raised with the intent to distract the Commission from 195 

updating the list of Illinois supported services as called for by Illinois law. 196 

Q. In IITA witness Robert Schoonmaker’s further rebuttal testimony (IITA 197 

Exhibit 4.0 at 7:110-124), he restates his concern that companies will not be 198 

able to receive funding for the existing nine Illinois supported services under 199 

GCHC’s proposal, such that it would violate the Illinois statute.  Do you have 200 

any reply? 201 

A. Yes.  As Mr. Schoonmaker acknowledges, based on my Direct and Supplemental 202 

Direct and Rebuttal testimony, the production of actual invoices to demonstrate 203 

economic costs in excess of the affordable rate proposed for Access to Broadband 204 

Services is an alternate method for determining the level of support for which a 205 

company is eligible.  Under the current IUSF funding scheme, there is no 206 

requirement for a carrier who receives funding to prove how they actually spend 207 

the IUSF funds it receives; the carrier can spend that money directly on all, some 208 

or none of the actual existing Illinois supported services.  Likewise, under 209 

GCHC’s proposal, the funds actually received by a carrier are fungible and a 210 

carrier might spend it on all, some or none of the supported services.  The 211 

difference is, unlike under the existing or IITA proposed fund structure, in the 212 
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GCHC plan there would be actual proof and accountability that a carrier was 213 

investing in a supported service.  Further, such a determination of costs is allowed 214 

for by the PUA’s language permitting the Commission to use a “proxy cost” for 215 

setting the level of IUSF funding of eligible supported services.  216 

 Furthermore, if the Commission is concerned that under the GCHC plan 217 

carriers could or would only spend the funding on Access to Broadband Services 218 

and the other services may somehow be ignored, the Commission could, as 219 

GCHC originally proposed but later modified (see GCHC Ex. 1.0 at 2:38-41, 220 

11:239 – 12:245), provide funding at the higher of the current IUSF or GCHC 221 

proposed amount.  GCHC believes all funding should go to support Access to 222 

Broadband Services, but would not oppose allowing those carriers that want to 223 

continue to invest and have a need to invest in the nine basic services the 224 

opportunity to do so.  225 

Q. In IITA witness Robert Schoonmaker’s further rebuttal testimony (IITA 226 

Exhibit 4.0 at 10:174-183), he testifies that the Commission should not adopt 227 

the eight year time frame for the existence of the IUSF in GCHC’s proposal.  228 

Do you have any reply? 229 

A. Yes.  I believe that Commission should impose such a “sunset” provision on 230 

whatever IUSF it establishes in this proceeding so that, barring any interim 231 

modification by the Commission, the fund would terminate at the end of that time 232 

frame.  This will prevent ratepayers from paying for IUSF funding indefinitely 233 

without reconsideration of whether or not such funding remains necessary.  To the 234 

extent that a need for IUSF funding remains at the end of the eight year period, as 235 
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is Mr. Schoonmaker’s concern, nothing in the PUA prevents those carriers which 236 

still need funding at that time from petitioning the Commission for a continuation 237 

or renewal of the fund based on a determination of what those needs are then.  238 

With respect to Access to Broadband, it is GCHC’s position that the time limit 239 

will encourage sufficient investment in Access to Broadband Services such that 240 

there will not be a need for further funding at the end of the eight year period. 241 

 As Staff Witness Jeffrey Hoagg pointed out in his Direct testimony, “The 242 

Illinois USF is funded by “public monies” – i.e., funds collected from telephone 243 

subscribers around the state. The Commission’s decisions in this proceeding 244 

should serve the general public interest.” (ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0 at 6:119-120)  If 245 

the Commission decides in eight years that it has not met its objective and served 246 

the public interest, it clearly can modify and/or extend the IUSF based upon the 247 

public interest needs at that time. 248 

Q. In IITA witness Robert Schoonmaker’s further rebuttal testimony (IITA 249 

Exhibit 4.0 at pp. 7:125-131), he states that there is not a similarity between 250 

the FCC’s planned $250 per month limit on USF support and the GCHC 251 

$15.46 affordable rate limit because the $250 per month is a “ceiling” and the 252 

GCHC affordable rate is a “floor.”  Do you agree? 253 

A. No.  Mr. Schoonmaker is correct that for IUSF funding, the affordable rate acts as 254 

a floor, so that IUSF funding would be for amounts spent over that amount per 255 

line.  What I was referring to in my Supplemental Direct and Rebuttal Testimony, 256 

however, is that under the GCHC plan, I have proposed that there be a cap on 257 

funding equal to the affordable rate per line per month in a given year.  (See 258 
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GCHC Exhibit 1.0 at 9:179-182).  Thus, there is a “ceiling” limit in GCHC’s plan 259 

similar to the FCC’s planned $250 per month limit on USF support. 260 

Q. In IITA witness Robert Schoonmaker’s further rebuttal testimony (IITA 261 

Exhibit 4.0 at pp. 10-11), he discusses his continuing concern he has 262 

regarding how “operating expenses” for Access to Broadband Services will 263 

be treated under GCHC’s proposal.  Do you have a reply? 264 

A. Yes.  In reviewing this portion of Mr. Schoonmaker’s Further Rebuttal testimony, 265 

as well as his Rebuttal testimony (IITA Exhibit 2.0), it is clear that Mr. 266 

Schoonmaker and I have what perhaps are irreconcilable positions on how 267 

funding should be determined for the IUSF if the Commission decides to add 268 

Access to Broadband Services as an Illinois supported service.  Mr. Schoonmaker 269 

is attempting to force the rubric of how “economic costs” was defined by the 270 

Commission over ten years ago for the existing nine supported services.  The fact, 271 

however, is it cannot be contested that “economic costs” is a term undefined by 272 

the PUA.  The Commission is not bound to define economic costs with respect to 273 

Access to Broadband Services the same way it defined economic costs for the 274 

existing supported services over ten years ago.  Indeed, in addition to the list of 275 

supported services, Section 13-301(2)(a) of the PUA requires the Commission to 276 

review and, if appropriate, revise “the terms of the fund.”  Part of GCHC’s 277 

proposal is that the “terms of the fund” should be revised so that the “economic 278 

costs” recovered as IUSF funding may be based on actual monies spent on Access 279 

to Broadband Services.  As I have stated previously in my testimony, it is 280 

GCHC’s position that this means investment in plant that can, either as built or 281 
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with the addition of plant elements, when available, provide access to advanced 282 

telecommunications and information services.  While this could include, as 283 

explained in my Supplemental Direct and Rebuttal Testimony, more than just 284 

“initial investment costs” of providing Access to Broadband Services, it is 285 

GCHC’s position that Mr. Schoonmaker’s undefined “operating expenses” should 286 

not be included unless they appropriately can be characterized as actual monies 287 

spent on investment in plant as describe above.  288 

 Further, contrary to Mr. Schoonmaker’s suggestion, “investment” in this 289 

context for determining IUSF funding does not need to track either the FCC’s or 290 

the Commission’s accounting rules.  Nowhere in Section 13-301 is this required.  291 

Thus, I provided as a guideline that “investment” for the purpose of determining 292 

economic costs under GCHC’s proposal include all costs that would comply with 293 

the FCC’s amended rule 47 C.F.R. § 54.7(b), which to my understanding governs 294 

a subset of how federal universal service funds may be used by a carrier that 295 

receives them for advanced telecommunications and information services.  If 296 

monies spent would comply with the limits set by 47 C.F.R. § 54.7(b) for the use 297 

of federal universal service funding, then under GCHC’s proposal such an 298 

expenditure would be considered “investment in plant” for purposes of IUSF 299 

funding for Access to Broadband Services, regardless of how that expenditure 300 

would be listed on a company’s books for accounting purposes. 301 

 Moreover, to the extent Mr. Schoonmaker and the IITA wish some 302 

modification to GCHC’s proposal, or further refinement or definition of portions 303 

of that proposal, as I have stated repeatedly GCHC is open to working with a 304 

party on such issues.  It is not, however, GCHC’s burden to work out the 305 
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parameters of such modifications desired by another party.  If the IITA desired a 306 

different definition, more details or modification of how “economic costs” would 307 

be adopted as part of GCHC’s plan, it was free to propose them for consideration.  308 

GCHC has no obligation to do so for the IITA. 309 

Q. Do you have a response to Mr. Stidham’s additional rebuttal testimony 310 

(AT&T Illinois Ex. 1.3 at 6:106-121) that the use of the phrase “supported 311 

telecommunications services” in Section 13-301(2)(a) of the PUA is “plain 312 

language” that prohibits the Commission from adding Access to Broadband 313 

Services as a supported service eligible for IUSF funding? 314 

A. Yes.  While like Mr. Stidham I am not a lawyer, I believe Mr. Stidham’s 315 

testimony takes the phrase “supported telecommunications services” from Section 316 

13-301(2)(a) of the PUA completely out of context.  In fact, what the “plain 317 

language” of Section 13-301(2)(a) directs the Commission to do is “[d]efine the 318 

group of services to be declared ‘supported telecommunications services’ that 319 

constitute ‘universal service.’”  (emphasis added).  Accordingly, it is up to the 320 

Commission to define the phrase “supported telecommunications services” and 321 

declare whether or not a particular service is or is not include in that group, 322 

consistent with the statute’s directive that the Commission consider changes or 323 

enhancements in telecommunications needs, technologies, and available services. 324 

Q. Do you have a response to Mr. Stidham’s additional rebuttal testimony 325 

(AT&T Illinois Ex. 1.3 at 6:106 – 8:156) concerning the application of Section 326 

13-804 of the PUA to the Commission’s on whether to add Access to 327 

Broadband Services as a supported service eligible for IUSF funding? 328 
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A. Yes.  My position remains as stated in my Supplemental Direct and Rebuttal 329 

Testimony (GCHC Exhibit 3.0 at 8:172 – 9:188) that this provision does not 330 

prohibit the Commission from adopting Access to Broadband Services as a 331 

supported service eligible for IUSF funding.  In particular, Mr. Stidham is 332 

incorrect regarding the adoption of Access to Broadband Services requiring 333 

regulation of “rates” for broadband in violation of Section 13-804.  While Section 334 

13-301(2)(c) states that the Commission shall “establish an affordable price for 335 

the supported telecommunications services for the respective incumbent local 336 

exchange carrier,” the statute does not require that this “affordable price” be set 337 

by the Commission as the “rate” for that service.  Indeed, the statute itself 338 

differentiates “affordable price” from the rates charged by a carrier, stating that 339 

the “affordable price shall be no less than the rates in effect at the time the 340 

Commission creates a fund pursuant to this item.”  Moreover, because as stated 341 

above it is within the Commission’s power to define and declare that “supported 342 

telecommunications services” includes Access to Broadband and Section 13-343 

301(2)(c) expressly permits the establishment of an “affordable price” for that 344 

service, such action would not be prohibited by Section 13-804.  345 

 Mr. Stidham also misinterprets or misconstrues the analysis in my Direct 346 

Testimony concerning the determination of an “affordable rate” to be established 347 

by the Commission for Access to Broadband Services as required by Section 13-348 

301(1)(d).  Nowhere in my testimony did I argue that “broadband must be made 349 

affordable” or for broadband “price relief” as suggested by Mr. Stidham.  The 350 

“affordable rate” established by the Commission is not the rate that a carrier must 351 

charge customers for a supported service.  For example, as stated in my Direct 352 
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Testimony (GCHC Exhibit 1.0 at 6:132-137), GCHC charges an average of 353 

$17.67 per month on average for basic local service while the “affordable rate” 354 

for the existing nine supported services is $20.39 per month.  The establishment 355 

of an “affordable rate” by the Commission pursuant to Section 13-301(1)(d) for a 356 

supported service is done for purposes of determining the amount of IUSF 357 

funding for which carriers may be eligible, not to set the actual rate to be charged 358 

by carriers for their services. 359 

 As for the regulation of “availability” of broadband, as discussed in my 360 

earlier testimony, pursuant to the FCC/USF Order the FCC is now requiring rate-361 

of return carriers to make broadband as defined in the order available to all 362 

customers upon reasonable request.  Accordingly, to the extent adding Access to 363 

Broadband to the list of supported services in Illinois imposes the same 364 

requirement for universal service as discussed above (at lines 152-164), then such 365 

regulation would fall with the exception provided in Section 13-804 for regulation 366 

permitted by and consistent with federal law and the regulations of the FCC.  367 

Again, as discussed above, nothing in GCHC’s proposal calls for the Commission 368 

to set or regulate rates for broadband services.. 369 

Q. Do you have any further comments regarding any other issues raised in Mr. 370 

Schoonmaker’s further rebuttal testimony (IITA Ex. 4.0) and Mr. Stidham’s 371 

additional rebuttal testimony (AT&T Illinois Ex. 1.3) with respect to 372 

GCHC’s proposal that the Commission add Access to Broadband Services as 373 

an Illinois supported service eligible for IUSF funding? 374 
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A. Yes.  To the extent that there are other issues regarding GCHC’s proposal raised 375 

by Mr. Schoonmaker and/or Mr. Stidham in their last round of testimony that I 376 

have not specifically addressed here in my surrebuttal testimony, I believe that 377 

GCHC’s position on those issues has been adequately set forth in my previous 378 

testimony.  It is my belief that further discussion of those issues here would be 379 

repetitive.  By not specifically addressing such issues in my surrebuttal, GCHC is 380 

not indicating agreement with the testimony of Mr. Schoonmaker and/or Mr. 381 

Stidham on those issues.  Rather, GCHC maintains its previously stated position 382 

with respect to such issues. 383 

III. WITHDRAWAL OF ALTERNATIVE SCHEDULE 1.01 FUNDING 384 
REQUEST  385 

Q. Witnesses for the IITA, Commission Staff and AT&T each critique the 386 

Schedule 1.01s submitted with your Supplemental Direct and Rebuttal 387 

Testimony (GCHC Exhibit 3.0) as part of an alternate request for relief if the 388 

Commission were to deny GCHC’s IUSF funding proposal and instead adopt 389 

the proposal of the IITA and AT&T, and recommend that GCHC’s alternate 390 

funding request be denied.  Do you have a response to on this issue? 391 

A. Yes.  I do not agree with all of the critiques of Geneseo’s, Cambridge’s and Henry 392 

County’s Schedule 1.01s submitted with my Supplemental Direct and Rebuttal 393 

Testimony.  In particular, given that it is now June, 2012 and a decision in this 394 

matter may not occur until sometime in 2013, the use of outdated data from 2009 395 

for a decision on future IUSF funding seems inappropriate, especially in light of 396 

the fact that more recent data is available.  However, in order to narrow the issues 397 

to be decided in this proceeding, GCHC is hereby withdrawing its alternative 398 
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request for relief based upon the Schedule 1.01 methodology made in lines 404 399 

through 451 of my Supplemental Direct and Rebuttal Testimony (GCHC Exhibit 400 

3.0), and that it thus will not seek to admit the Schedule 1.01s for Geneseo, 401 

Cambridge and Henry County (GCHC Exhibits 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively) into 402 

evidence.    403 

IV. ACCESS RATE REFORM  404 

Q. Do you have a response to lines 132-138 of Mr. Schoonmaker’s testimony 405 

(IITA Exhibit 4.0) concerning GCHC’s intent to “abide by the FCC’s action” 406 

concerning access rates? 407 

A. Yes.  My testimony to which Mr. Schoonmaker refers is from my Supplemental 408 

Direct and Rebuttal Testimony (GCHC Exhibit 3.0) in which I was addressing a 409 

question raised by Staff witness Mr. Hoagg regarding what action the 410 

Commission should take on access rates if it adopted GCHC’s proposal for IUSF 411 

funding.  My answer assumed a situation in which the Commission adopted only 412 

GCHC’s proposal, which does not propose any access rate reforms, and not the 413 

proposal made by the IITA and AT&T.  I was merely stating that under such 414 

circumstances, GCHC would follow the directives on access rates ordered by the 415 

FCC.  In any event, on June 1, 2012, with a schedule effective date of July 1, 416 

2012, GCHC filed with the Commission a reduction in its intrastate access rate, 417 

both terminating access rates per the FCC order and originating access rates on its 418 

own initiative.  GCHC supports the FCC and other parties in the goal of 419 

reforming access charges, and as such, has gone above the requirement for just 420 

reducing terminating access rates. With respect to any additional reforms 421 
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proposed by the IITA-AT&T stipulation as to access rates, GCHC maintains its 422 

position that it is not opposed to the portion of the IITA-AT&T proposal 423 

concerning access rate reform. 424 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 425 

A. Yes  426 


